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prepof the last stage. As the pedicel is not elongate, and shows no signs of prep

aration for the development of a fourth juedusa. we conclude that. three is the

highest number on any one axis; we have, at. least, never seen more than three.

The terminal medusa of Fig. 19 is very nearly ripe. hut not. (itlite So, as may be

seen by comparing the pear-shaped spet111atit! particles (Fiy. 20. A B), which were

taken from it, with those which were naturally discharged lioiii a iiiily mature

animal (q. 21, A B). From this period to maturity file. spennatie contents have

an opaque white color. The niatore spertnat.ie pail ide C fl'i. 21. A 14) has an

elongated, guitar-shaped body, and from its narrower enil a tail tapers away, and

extends to about eight times its length. The anterior cut] suddenly narrows into

a rounded prominence. We have searched in vain 11w l1.tnale ntetlusa among this

kind of Hydroids.

No. II. Proles In thvulru.-The Iiyil ra of this Itvdronted usari (Un (P1. XX \TI 1.

&" 22-26) can in no way be distinguished from that or No. 1., except. by its

yellow color; it has the 'ante hahita I, size. proportions. and mode of branching.
and the structural details do not. dilkr. In the breeding season, however, the

differences are very obvious; then we find that tile nicdusa (vu!) are not only

single. but scattered along the stein of the hydra 11w a considerable distance
from the head. As these inednsze were observed in .1 uly, the middle of the

breeding season of No. I., and the two appeared to he in the sante stage of

development, they could not. be supposed to represent two dilfl,rent states of
the s:nne Species; the less so since the muedtis:u of both scented to he males,

and the oldest of' the second kind were opaque and yellow, lila' the whole

hydra. Unlike the Eudendrium rantosumn figured by Vanflenedt'n and others. the

meduse of our species do not. Free themselves, hut. are developed as simple. saccate.

globular bodies, with what appears to be a broad proboscis (/.1/,,. 22, ,/1)" 'rite

tendency to form branched bunches, as represented by one of the figures (Pi/. 22.
a 6), indicates a close relation to the type of the, true Eudendriuin ratuostlmn.

Recent observations have shown that, notwithstanding (lie ext raordinarv difler-
ences noticed between the two Hydroid., described above, they belong to one and
time same species; the first. forum being the stock which produces prolileroums male
mednsai only, and the second that, which produces single, scattered, kinale iiicthust
thieve is, besides, a marked difibrenee in the color of the hydroids. This ease shows,

perhaps, more fully than any other, with what. perseverance the llydroitls mumust be

studied, in their various stages of growth, before correct results can he reached.
The buds of the female ineduste are usually scattered irregularly upon thiti

calyx of the hydra.; occasionally they are found at. sonic distance t'roun (lie heath,

along the stein. The wall of the bud, which, in time early stages, is of unilbrni
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